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Abstract 

Research in stretchable electronics is helping to revolutionize the current electronic industry, 

particularly in wearable and bio-integrated devices. Cost-effectiveness and easy manufacturing are key 

factors that contribute to shaping the fate of such technologies. In this work, we present a fabrication 

method for a novel ultra-stretchable, serpentine-arm spiral (SAS) that was built using a low-cost, 

standard bulk silicon (100) wafer. However, structural defects that often appear during patterning 

processes, can lead to stress concentration and structural failure at these sites upon stretching. Parylene 

coating of the structures is proposed to minimize this stress concentration and improve structure’s 

robustness. Finite element analysis (FEA) was performed to demonstrate the concentration of stress at 

these defective sites with 2 sizes (0.1 µm and 1 µm) and at different locations along the arms. Results 

show that SAS structures reach up to ~80% stress reduction at the defective location compared to 

straight-arm spirals, while the parylene-coating helps to reduce it up to ~60% further. On the other hand, 

fabricated uncoated, SAS structures reached up to ~600% prescribed strain before fracture, while 

parylene-coating improves this maximum admissible strain in ~50%. Additionally, a cyclic tensile test 
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was then performed on the fabricated structures, uncoated and parylene-coated, for over 3000 cycles 

without fracture. The results observed on coated structures greatly improve the mechanical reliance of 

such brittle structures, which could be extended to other stretchable configurations.  

Keywords: Spiral, Serpentine, Silicon, Parylene, Stretchable Electronics, Finite Element Analysis. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Flexible and stretchable electronics are paving their way into the market at a very high pace due to their 

applications in bio-integrated systems [1], wearable technology [2], and soft-robotics [3], among others. 

However, interaction between electronics and soft, flexible and stretchable biological systems is a 

persistent challenge. Development of novel electronic devices, capable of adjusting to flexible systems 

while maintaining high electrical performance, are greatly desired [4].  

Generally, there are two main approaches employed in the design of flexible and stretchable electronics; 

(i) Using novel materials (i.e. inherently flexible/stretchable) with limited electrical properties that need 

to be improved, or (ii) Designing innovative flexible/stretchable structures into conventional materials 

(polymers, conductors and semiconductors) that may have already great electrical performance but a 

brittle mechanical behavior [4–11]. For the first approach, conductive nanocomposites and 

nanomaterials have been tested to improve applications in areas such as optoelectronics, and energy 

harvesting among others [12,13]. These softer polymeric materials appear to be the natural choice for 

flexible and stretchable electronics [10,14]. However, they still lack the electrical performance needed 

by many applications that demand high data processing [4,15–20].   

Silicon, on the other hand, is the predominant choice in the standard electronics industry because of its 

abundance, well-established processing techniques and its outstanding performance. However, it is a 
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brittle material that breaks easily under shearing stress and thus has poor mechanical performance for 

flexible and stretchable applications.  

Even though there are many challenges in processing silicon as a flexible material, it currently leads the 

field of inorganic-based, flexible and stretchable electronics [8,9], as it becomes surprisingly flexible 

when thinned down to  micro- or nanoscale (silicon ribbons of 100 nm thickness experience peak strains 

of barely 0.0005%  at 1 cm of bending radii) [4,21,22]. In the same way, adequate structural 

modifications in these thinned materials can render them stretchable [23–26]. For example, nano-

membranes that were shaped as a serpentine structure showed improved stretchability because of its 

advantageous spring-like geometry [27]. 

Since both conventional materials and flexible polymers present advantages and challenges in the 

development of flexible and stretchable electronics, a convenient approach is to combine the advantages 

of both worlds and expanding the silicon’s mechanical abilities by the support of softer polymeric 

materials.  

One way of combining both material sets is by transferring silicon nano-membranes onto polymeric 

substrates. This strategy reduces the mechanical stress at the structure, while maintaining the excellent 

electrical properties of silicon [8,9]. Similarly, placing the silicon structure at the neutral mechanical 

plane, by sandwiching it in-between soft materials, can improve the mechanical performance by 

reducing the stress on the less elastic silicon [28]. In fact, such heterostructures that combine soft and 

rigid materials have been a key factor in the development of flexible and stretchable electronics [2]. 

This line of thought guided us, in this paper, to explore the idea of creating compound structures that 

are fabricated in silicon and coated with a polymer, as will be discussed later on. 

Another structural modification that resulted into a mechanically efficient stretchable system is to 

distribute the rigid elements into a mesh-like structure. This configuration can be done by island-
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interconnecting arrangements, where rigid islands host the electronics and the mechanically adaptable 

interconnects provide the stretchability of the structure [29–34]. This novel arrangement minimizes the 

stress experienced at the more vital electronic components during bending and stretching [35].  

Different system’s components, such as power management, sensor modules, communication, etc., can 

be distributed and reorganized throughout the array of islands depending on the application [6,24].  

Unlike islands, the interconnects have a geometry that is designed for stretching such as serpentine-

based interconnects and others [36]. These serpentine interconnects can also be used to place electrical 

tracks to communicate between the two or more islands. Additionally, in the work demonstrated by Kim 

et al., polymeric encapsulation was essential to ensure the system’s mechanical robustness, by placing 

the fragile electronic circuits at the neutral mechanical plane, and allowing a large deformation to be 

achieved by the serpentine interconnects [37]. 

In optimizing the performance of these interconnects, some works have included fractal-inspired 

features to the interconnects, which have demonstrated an enhanced mechanical behavior in the 

structures [38–40]. 

In addition to serpentine structures, spiral-based interconnects have also been studied. These structures 

display the highest stretchability among the studied structures, and thanks to its compact in-plane area, 

become very convenient island-interconnection schemes [41]. In fact, a topology of silicon-based, 

circular islands physically interconnected through silicon-spiral-springs in a 2D network was previously 

demonstrated, showing a 51-times area increase upon stretch [42]. More recently, this platform was 

used to build a photodiodes’ array and form a fully stretchable spherical 360° imaging system, hence 

demonstrating its great potential in unique applications [24]. Similarly, island-interconnect-based 

platforms have been used to build a sensing mechanism to detect the movement of islands upon external 

strain. This sensing mechanism can used in applications such as soft robotic arms, among others [43]. 
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Moreover, the same designs have been studied in various array configurations and stretchable networks 

due to their improved mechanical robustness [44]. Finally, it is important to clarify that such 

demonstrations have been designed to work without the need for underlying, soft substrates, but as 

stand-alone stretchable structures. This type of interconnected islands through silicon spiral springs will 

be the center of this study. 

On a separate matter, it should be noted that structural defects might occur during the fabrication of 

micro/nano devices, depending on the resolution of the photolithographic system and other processes 

involved during patterning. For example, line edge roughness (LER) or presence of particles, can lead 

to imperfections in the range of tens of nanometers to tens of micrometers along the spiral’s arms 

[45,46]. Presence of defects that may arise during fabrication has been identified for a long time to affect 

the performance of a great variety of applications ranging from integrated circuits to micromachined 

silicon membranes [47,48]. In relation to mechanical performance, it has been already demonstrated 

that a thermal-oxidation-based surface treatment can assist in reducing defects along the vertical spring 

arms in a spiral-based island-array, producing smoother wall surfaces and achieving higher strain 

compared to untreated structures [42]. Nevertheless, thermal oxidation is a restrictive process due to its 

very high thermal budget, so we propose an alternative and more approachable polymer-coating scheme 

that can help in reducing the stress concentration and thus achieve higher elongation ratios. 

    

In this work, we first present a cost-effective way to fabricate novel serpentine-arm spiral (SAS) silicon 

structures compared to previous fabrication approaches of similar structures. Horseshoe structures are 

also added both at the beginning and end of the arms to reduced structure’s stress concentration as it has 

been previously demonstrated [25,49]. Moreover, and as mentioned above, inorganic structures can be 

transferred to or encapsulated in polymeric substrates for improved mechanical performance. Therefore, 
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we have chosen a similar approach, coating the silicon structures using a highly conformal parylene C 

layer. Conformality ensures excellent coverage of the silicon structures, filling any structural defects 

that may appear during fabrication. Finite element analysis (FEA) is used to study the effect of such 

defects at the interconnects and whether the integration of polymer coating can assist in the reduction 

of any stress concentration. Finally, tensile and cyclic tests are performed on the fabricated structures to 

observe their mechanical robustness.  

We believe this work will provide useful insights into the mechanical response, under extreme strain 

conditions, of stretchable interconnects and the effects of defects along them, as well as the use of 

polymer coating as a practical approach to further extend the achievable stretchability of the structures.  

 

2. Materials and Methods  
 

2.1 Fabrication	of	silicon	(100)	based	SAS	structures	
 

As mentioned above, island-interconnect designs based on inorganic materials such as silicon have 

attracted a lot of attention in the field of stretchable electronics. These structural designs not only provide 

stretchability but also provide freedom to the designer to spatially distribute electronic components for 

efficient system design. The rigid part of the structures, in our case the area in middle of the spirals, can 

be used to host electronic components where they will experience no stress, while the arms of the spiral 

can stretch.  Therefore, here we present a fabrication approach, based on a bulk, low-cost silicon (100) 

wafer, of such spiral structures with optimized serpentine-arms, which were proposed and described in 

detail in a previous work [25]. The fabrication method consists of peeling-off a thin layer containing the 

flexible structures from the surface of a mono-crystalline, bulk silicon (100) wafer through various 

sequential etching steps.  
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This technique allows for re-using the remaining of the wafer to fabricate more structures, after a 

chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) process. As previously demonstrated, a single wafer can be 

reused to produce at least 5 thin silicon layers, making it a cost-effective fabrication method compared 

to previous fabrication approaches of similar structures [50,51]. In fact, the CMP step that is already 

involved in the bulk silicon wafer production, has been estimated to represent only a ~20% of the total 

substrate production cost [52]. Therefore, the recycling of a bulk substrate that only involves one CMP 

step, should represent a significant saving compared to the purchase of a new substrate. Additionally, it 

is to be noted that current polishing processes can achieve less than 0.3 nm root-mean-squared 

roughness, which is already sufficient for other sub-sequent processing involved in the manufacture of 

electronic devices [53]. Even smoother surfaces can also be achieved through a subsequent epitaxial 

silicon growth, reducing roughness and defects, which might be required for the fabrication of advanced 

integrated circuits at ultra-large-scale integration (ULSI) [54][55].  

Our approach improves on previously demonstrated techniques that require the use of DRIE, a release 

process and a complete wafer to obtain the thinned silicon sheet with the stretchable structures. These 

previously developed approaches require either a silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) or silicon (111) substrates 

(typically five to two times more expensive than standard bulk silicon wafers), or consuming a whole 

bulk wafer for a single thinned sheet [21,24,56]. Additionally, aluminum was used as a hard mask to 

pattern the flexible and stretchable structures, instead of the more expensive Ti/Au mask that was used 

in a previous work [21]. Another benefit of our fabrication method is the controlled release of the 

structures from the wafer. Here we used a XeF2 dry etching tool that can be easily timed, optimized and 

does not represent a significant cost increase to the total fabrication process, as it has been discussed in 

an earlier work [50]. Additionally, this dry scheme avoids the use of wet etchants that require post-
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cleaning, complicate handling, can lead to stiction issues and might affect any device already fabricated 

on the structures. 

Fig. 1 shows the detailed fabrication process. This procedure starts with a 4-inch mono crystalline silicon 

(100) wafer. The chosen (100) orientation is not only the cheapest and most wide-spread used silicon 

substrate, but also displays the highest electron transport mobility and less defect density compared to 

other orientations used in flexible electronics [57]. The doping type and concentration of the substrate 

should be chosen according to the application and will not affect the procedure steps describe here. The 

substrate is then protected with a 500 nm thick silicon dioxide (SiO2) layer, which was grown using a 

dry-wet-dry oxidation technique in a tube furnace (1100°C, dry: 15 min., 3000 sccm O2, wet: 36 min., 

200 sccm O2, dry: 15 min., 3000 sccm O2, annealing: 20 min., 5000 sccm N2). Next, we deposited a 200 

nm Aluminum (Al) film on top of the SiO2 by sputtering (400 WRF, 600 seconds, 5 mTorr, Pre-sputter: 

100 seconds, 25 sccm Ar), as shown in Fig. 1(a).  

 
Fig. 1 Fabrication process flow of SAS structure detailing (a)  sputtering of Al, (b) photolithographic 
pattering of the structure, (c) the Al and the SiO2 RIE etching  process, as well as the DRIE Si etch 
of the patterned structure, (d) Al2O3 deposition on sidewalls, (e) XeF2 etch and (f) released silicon 
structure.  
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This metal was deposited to act as a hard mask to protect the silicon during the subsequent deep reactive 

ion etching (DRIE) process. The aluminum layer is patterned using a 4 μm ECI3027 photoresist and 

standard photolithography. (Fig. 1(b)). Next, reactive ion etching (RIE) was then used to selectively 

pattern the top Al, through a chlorine (Cl2) -based etching (e.g.,100 WRF, 40 mTorr, 10 sccm Cl2, 40 

sccm BCl3 and 5 sccm Ar). Then the oxide layer was also selectively etched using fluorine based RIE 

(100 WRF, 30 mTorr, 40 sccm C4F8, 5 sccm O2). For DRIE, (Fig. 1(c)) gases containing fluorine were 

used to etch the silicon anisotropically creating vertical channels into the wafer (~50 µm, 200 cycles, 5 

sccm C4F8, 100 sccm SF6, 30 mTorr, 30 WRF). For a successful DRIE, holes were used all over the 

design to provide a path for the gases to diffuse into the structure and etch the material isotropically, 

deep beneath the surface. Therefore, it is important that these holes are cleared from any metal or oxides 

at their bottoms. A ~90 nm thick Al2O3 was deposited using atomic layer deposition (ALD) to avoid 

any silicon loss at the lateral walls (TMA for 15 ms, H2Ovapor for 15 ms, 900 cycles at 250°C) and then 

a highly directional RIE was used to clear-out the Al2O3 at the bottom surface of each hole (40 nm/min, 

4 mTorr, 20 sccm CHF3, 5 sccm Ar) (Fig. 1(d)). Finally, the structures were released using XeF2 

isotropic etching (85 cycles, 30 sec/cycle, 4 mTorr) (Fig. 1(e)). This isotropic etching releases the final 

structure from the substrate as shown in Fig. 1(f). Fig. 2(a) shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

images after the DRIE process of the SAS structure (the zoom-in view shows the etching holes 

throughout the structure).  

2.2 Structural	defects	and	polymer	coating	
 
Since the structures are released from a standard silicon wafer as thin skins with narrow interconnects, 

any common fabrication defects can impact greatly the performance and reliability of the flexible and 

stretchable structures. Fig. 2(b) shows a representative, LER-based defect of ~0.1 µm in size, found 
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along one of the arms of a spiral. These defects may significantly affect the mechanical behavior of 

stretchable devices and therefore, their study will be an important component of this work. 

On the other hand, and as mentioned earlier, locating the rigid silicon structure in the mechanical neutral 

plane of the system reduces the experienced mechanical stress. This could be achieved by coating the 

silicon structure with a soft-polymer material [58,59]. In our case, the purpose of the polymer coating 

was also to fill any lithographic defect with a material capable of withstanding large structural 

deformations. Parylene C was chosen as the coating material mainly due to its vapor-based deposition 

method that allows a truly conformal coating, which is ideal for this type of complex geometries that 

involve micrometer features. Moreover, parylene is also recognized by its biocompatibility, chemical 

inertness and low intrinsic stress, making it an excellent protective encapsulating barrier and a widely 

used polymer in flexible and stretchable electronics [60,61]. Other well-known polymers, such as SU8, 

polyimide, PMMA and PDMS, lack the advantageous conformality of parylene and cannot be deposited 

as desired. In fact, parylene’s excellent conformality has been demonstrated to produce uniform, 

pinhole-free coatings down to even nanometric range in thickness, and being able to fill deep gaps and 

undercuts features beyond 500 nm in depth [62–66]. Such uniformity is of particular interest to ensure 

the conformal coverage of any small defect along the silicon structures. Similarly, other materials, such 

as oxides and metals, either do not provide an appropriate coating procedure (involving restrictive 

temperatures or chemistries) or are intrinsically too rigid and therefore not suitable for this work. 

Parylene coating was carried out at 690 C° using Lab coater2® (Model PDS 2010). 10 g of Parylene C 

was used for a target of 2 µm in thickness. SEM images in Fig. 2(c) show the parylene-coated SAS 

compound structure with and actual polymer thickness of ~3 µm. This thickness was chosen according 

with the 15µm-radius serpentines and their spacing. 
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Fig. 2 (a) SEM images of SAS structure after DRIE including zoom-in view. (b) SEM image of a 
representative defect of ~0.1 µm in size, found along one of the arms of a spiral (the conformal layer 
along the geometry is the Al2O3 sidewall protection layer deposited in an earlier fabrication step). (c) 
SEM image of parylene-coated, SAS structure, including zoom-in of the arm showing the parylene 
thickness. 

 
 

3. Spiral’s Stretchability Model 

It is worth mentioning that the maximum stretchability of a spiral structure with two arms, although 

dependent on several parameters, like radius, width of the arms and their spacing, it mainly depends on 

the total number of turns of both arms. Also, for simplicity and practical purposes, we will consider a 

simplified straight-arm spiral model. Fig. 3(a) shows the used spiral model structure, where r represents 

the radius of the inner circle, S represents the spacing between the arms, w represents the width of the 

arms of the spirals and L is the length of the extended ending of each arm.  
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In order to derive a simple model for the maximum applied strain of the structure shown in Fig. 3(a), 

we first notice that the initial length 𝐿! of the structure without deformation is                                                             

𝐿! = 2𝐿           (1) 

Similarly, final length 𝐿"_$%& when fully stretched at maximum displacement is 

𝐿"_$%& = 2𝜋𝑁&𝑟 + 𝑁(𝑤 + 𝑠)- 	+ 2𝑟 + 2𝐿       (2) 

Where N represents the total number of turns of both arms (N = 2 in Fig 3(a)). Then, the maximum 

applied strain, 𝜀$%&, for N-turns spiral would be given from 

𝜀$%& =
'()*+,)(.,/)1,'+

'2
         (3) 

Finally, in our design we have selected the spacing between arms to be four times the width of the arms, 

so that there is enough space in the case we want to fit the serpentine-arms. Making 𝑠 = 4𝑤, the final 

equation becomes    

𝜀$%& =
'()(+,3)/),'+

'2
          (4) 

It should be noted that if w is much smaller than r, then N becomes the predominant factor in the 

equation. This means that by simply increasing or decreasing the number of turns in the spiral, the 

stretchability of the overall system can be controlled according to the nature of the application.  In this 

demonstration, w = 5 µm, r = 250 µm, L = 323 µm, for which emax = 344.8% if N = 1, and emax = 661% 

if N = 2. Further design considerations and mechanical modeling can be found in previous works 

[21,25]. 
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4. Results and Discussion 

 

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic diagram of straight-arm spiral. (b) Optical-microscope photographs of a un-
stretched and stretched SAS structure up to ~550% elongation, showing details of the serpentine-
arms. (c) Un-stretched and (d) stretched SAS structure during tensile test, before fracture. (e) Fully 
stretched parylene-coated SAS compound structure. (Spiral arm’s width is 5 µm and N = 2 for all 
cases). 
 

In order to understand the mechanical resilience of the SAS design, the fabricated structures (with w = 

5 µm, r = 250 µm, and N = 2) were subjected to a simple tensile test to check their maximum extension 

before fracture. Fig. 3(b) shows a SAS sample structure under a microscope, stretched to ~550%, in 

which the serpentines along the arms can be appreciated in detail. Next, a universal testing machine 

(Instron 3343) was used to test 3 separate samples. The structures were first carefully attached to a 

handling paper, then transferred into the tool, where they can be stretched up to their fracture. It should 

be noted that handling of the uncoated structures was challenging due to their brittle nature, however, 

their handling considerably improved after the parylene coating.  
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The measured applied strain was 617.1 ± 8.5%, which corresponds to ~93% of the maximum theoretical 

strain from Eq. (4) (661% for N = 2). Location of fracture was recorded to be located at the start of the 

moving arm for all 3 tests. (See Supplementary Figure 1 and Video 1 showing fracture location). Fig. 

3(c) and 3(d) show one of the SAS structures used for the test before fracture. Additionally, we 

performed a cyclic tensile test in a separate SAS sample (up to ~400% extension or ~65% from the 

theoretical maximum for a safety margin) using the same equipment at a moderate rate of 250 mm/min 

for 3000 cycles without fracture, showing remarkable endurance (see Supplementary Video 2 for a 

sample of the cyclic test showing 300 cycles). It is to be noted that previous demonstrations of this kind 

of silicon-based spiral structures have been able to demonstrate structural integrity only up to ~400 

cycles [43]. 

On the other hand, fabricated parylene-coated SAS structures were able to reach beyond the maximum 

theoretical elongation. Again, 3 samples were tested, displaying an applied strain of 933 ± 43.7% or 

~40% extra elongation from the theoretical maximum. The additional displacement derives from the 

added extension of the serpentine and horseshoe structures along the spiral’s arms. Fig 3(e) shows a 

sample of a coated structure being completely extended before fracture. Fracture location was the same 

as observed in the uncoated samples. Moreover, thanks the spiral being able to reach fully extension 

and its improved handling, it was possible to measure the maximum load that can be held by a single 

structure without fracture, corresponding to ~14.7 mN. Finally, a cyclic test was also performed up to 

~400% extension, but a higher cycling rate was managed, 650 mm/min, which was not attainable by the 

uncoated samples. The coated sample was able to endure 3000 cycles as well, maintaining its structural 

integrity, with no fracture being observed during or after the test. Moreover, we should point out that 

the higher cycling rate was achieved thanks to the better handling and stretchability displayed by 
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parylene-coated samples compared to uncoated ones. Thus, improved robustness is demonstrated. (see 

Supplementary Video 3 for a sample of the cyclic test showing 300 cycles).  

 

4.1 Finite	Element	Analysis	Results	
 
Finite element analysis (FEA) was used to study the effect of defects on the stress concentration along 

the structure. The geometry was designed in SOLIDWORKS and then imported into COMSOL using 

the CAD import tool. The imported geometry in COMSOL was extruded to 50 µm and the width of the 

silicon arms set to be 5 µm. Silicon mechanical properties used were: Young’s modulus = 165 GPa and 

Poisson’s ratio = 0.17. The boundary conditions are set in a way that one arm is fixed while the other 

arm moves under a prescribed displacement. The effect of geometric non-linearity due to the large 

deformation of the structure was also included. Defects were included in the geometry with different 

sizes (0.1 µm and 1 µm) and locations along the arm (start, middle and end). A ~0.1µm defect was 

observed in the fabricated structures (Fig. 2(b)), while 1µm defect was added to observe the effect of 

bigger defects in the structure. It should be noted that defects at certain locations along the arms of the 

spiral are studied individually for better understanding of their independent effect.  

We started our study with the straight-arm spiral without defects to use as reference. The results show 

that the structure reaches the silicon’s ultimate tensile strength or fracture (~7 GPa [67]) when stretch 

to 2.125 mm displacement. Subsequently, to observe the effect of defects, we induced a small defect of 

0.1 µm (comparable to the one found in fabricated structures) at the start of both arms (Fig. 4). The 

maximum stress was observed at the location of the defects and the displacement before fracture was 

reduced to 2 mm for 0.1 µm and 1.975 mm for 1 µm. This suggests that even small structural defects 

along the spiral’s arms can cause considerable stress concentration at those sites, which then leads to 
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earlier structure’s failure. This can provide a valid explanation why the fabricated uncoated structures 

were not able to reach the theoretical maximum elongation. For the case of 0.1 µm defect, the simulated 

structure reached failure at ~90% of the theoretical maximum displacement (from Eq. 1 and 2). More 

importantly, it also agrees with the observations of fracture location of practical experiments as noted 

earlier. 

Similar results to the previous case were observed for defects at the end of the arms for both 0.1 µm and 

1 µm defect sizes. However, for defects at the middle of the arms, the maximum stress was observed at 

the end of the arms instead of the defective site. This is due to the fact that the interfaces between the 

rigid island and spring-interconnects experience more stress due to external strain, as can be also 

appreciated in Fig. 4. Table 1 summarizes and compares the different displacements at fracture and 

stress values at the defect sites between straight-arm and SAS structures. 

 
Table 1. Summary of FEA results for straight-arm as well as SAS structures, with and without 

defects. 

Design 

Defect 
location 

along 
arms 

Defect 
size 

[µm] 

Displacement 
at Fracture 

[mm] 

Difference in 
Fracture 

Displacement 
[%] 

Stress 
at 

Defect 
[MPa] 

Straight-arm spiral 
(control structure) 

No Defect 2.125 - - 

Start 
0.1 2 -5.88 a 7393* 

1 1.975 -7.06 a 7137* 

Middle 
0.1 2.125 0.00 a 3175 
1 2.125 0.00 a 3300 

End 
0.1 1.9 -10.59 a 7205.4* 

1 1.85 -12.94 a 7108.6* 

SAS structure 

No Defect 2.5 17.65 a - 

Start 
0.1 2.25 12.50 b 7088.5* 

1 2.2 11.39 b 7196.4* 
Middle 0.1 2.5 17.65 b 5375 
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1 2.5 17.65 b 5500 

End 
0.1 2.5 31.58 b 5195 
1 2.5 35.14 b 5730 

a Comparison with respect to the value of the straight-arm spiral without defect. 
b Comparison with respect to the corresponding defect-location and size of the straight-arm spiral. 
* for these cases the structure reaches ultimate tensile strength (fracture) at the defect location. For the 
rest of the cases, the fracture location is at the end of the arms. 
 

Next, the straight-arm spiral was replaced with the SAS structure. FEA results showed that the SAS 

structure without any defect reached silicon’s ultimate tensile strength at a displacement of 2.5 mm 

(~17.5% longer than the straight-arm spiral). Later, defects of 0.1 µm and 1 µm were introduced at the 

start of the arms (Fig 5(a), 5(b)), showing that stress still localizes at these defective sites, reaching the 

fracture limit at a shorter displacement compared with the structure without defect, but displaying less 

(~40%) overall stress magnitude compared to the straight-arm design. On the other hand, defects located 

at the end of the arms showed a significant reduction (~80%) in the stress located at the defect compared 

to the straight-arm design, shifting the maximum stress localization towards the end of the arm (See 

Supplementary Figure 2). Finally, defects located at the middle of the arms showed a very similar 

behavior to the straight-arm design, with a small stress reduction of ~4% at the defect site. Table 2 

shows a summary of stress reduction at defect sites between the straight-arm and SAS designs.  
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Fig. 4 Von Mises stress distribution along different designs extended up to a 2 mm displacement, with 
0.1 µm defects located at the start of the arms. (a) Straight-arm spiral structure with zoom-in views at 
defect location. (b) SAS structure with zoom-in views at defect location. (c) SAS structure with 
parylene-coating and zoom-in views showing reduced stress concentration (Parylene was hidden from 
smaller inset to appreciate the stress at the silicon surface). 
 

Next, FEA was used to study the effects of the polymer coating on the structures. To this purpose, a 

layer of polymer (Parylene type C, Young’s modulus = 2.89 GPa, Poisson’s ratio = 0.4, 2 µm thick), 

was added to the sidewalls of the silicon structure. Perfect binding was assumed between the polymer 
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and silicon and similar boundary conditions were used as in case of non-coated structures. Simulation 

results for polymer-coated, SAS structure without any defect showed no significant improvement in 

displacement before fracture. However, in the case of coated structures with defect at the start at the 

arm, above 10% longer displacement was observed. More notably, with defects at the start of the arm, 

there was a considerable reduction in the stress magnitude at the defective sites (Fig. 5(c)). Around 30% 

and 56% stress reduction were achieved for 0.1 µm and 1 µm defects respectively, between coated and 

uncoated structures under the same displacement. This reduction in the stress might come from the 

polymer filling the defective sites and helping in reducing the stress localized at the silicon surface. 

Defects located at the middle and end of the arms also experienced significant stress reduction compared 

to the uncoated structure, as can be seen in Table 2.  

Table 2. Summary comparing stress at defect sites between straight-arm vs. SAS structures, and 
uncoated SAS vs. coated SAS structures. 

Design's 
comparison 

Defect 
location 

along 
arms 

Defect 
size 

[µm] 

Stress 
Reduction 

[%] 

Straight-arm vs. 
SAS structures 

Start 
0.1 -38.77 

1 -33.77 

Middle 
0.1 -3.81 
1 -3.22 

End 
0.1 -83.28 

1 -81.89 

Uncoated SAS vs. 
Parylene-coated 
SAS structures 

Start 
0.1 -30.03 

1 -56.87 

Middle 
0.1 -23.57 

1 -30.00 

End 
0.1 -16.84 
1 -25.70 
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A comparison between straight-arm and SAS designs, as well as the effectiveness of the parylene 

coating can be seen in Fig. 6 for 0.1 µm defects located at the start of the arms. It can be observed that 

the polymer helped in significantly reducing the stress localization of the structure under externally 

applied strain. (See Supplementary Figures 2 and 3 for comparison between structures with defects 

located at the end and middle of the arms respectively). 

 
Fig. 5 Comparison at 2 mm total displacement between the stress distribution along the arms of the 
straight-arm spiral, un-coated SAS and parylene-coated SAS structures. (Defects are located at the 
start of the arms with a size of 0.1 µm). 

 

These results show that parylene-coating is effective and helps reducing the stress localization. It is also 

observed that the SAS structure itself has much less stress concentration compared to straight-arm spiral. 

To sum up, from Table 1 and Fig. 6, it is evident that the SAS design itself shows significant 

improvement in stress reduction and maximum displacement before fracture. Additionally, it shows that 

defects located at the start of the arms are predominant for SAS structures, which is validated by the 

observed fracture location during practical testing. Moreover, from Table 2, the stress values at defective 

sites are much lower for SAS structures compared to straight-arm ones, which can be improved even 

further when coated with parylene. For the cases of 0.1 µm and 1 µm defects located at the start of the 
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arms, a remarkable ~40% and ~35% stress reduction respectively, can be achieved alone between the 

SAS structures and the reference straight-arm design, while coated structures achieved a ~30% and 

~57% further reduction respectively. These encouraging results demonstrates the great potential of 

smart integration of materials and geometries to maximize mechanical robustness. 

 

5. Conclusions 

We have presented an efficient way of fabricating ultra-stretchable compound structures using standard 

microfabrication techniques and allowing the use of a low-cost silicon (100) substrate, which could be 

even recycled few times for improved cost-effectiveness.  FEA showed the effectiveness of parylene 

coating in terms of better stress mitigation in case of defective structures with different sizes and 

locations. Results show that SAS structures can reach up to ~80% stress reduction at the defective 

location compared to straight-arm spirals, while the parylene-coating helps to reduce it up to ~60% 

further. Moreover, fabricated SAS structures reached up to ~600% applied strain before fracture, while 

parylene-coated structures were able to reach ~50% larger strain. Handling of coated samples was also 

improved significantly. Additionally, both SAS structures with and without coating, endured over 3000 

cycles without fracture, where the parylene-coated structures were able to withstand a faster cycling rate 

when compared to uncoated samples.  

With these results, we have provided a practical solution to lithographic defects that may happen during 

fabrication of spiral structures and showed a robust mechanical behavior under cyclic tensile conditions. 

Such development is an important advancement towards the realization of reliable, ultra-stretchable 

electronics for applications demanding both, high electric performance and high deformation 

capabilities.  
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